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Benjamin Read writes comics and makes films. He wrote the multiply award-
nominated PORCELAIN: A GOTHIC FAIRY TALE, the silent comic BUTTERFLY GATE, 
and children’s book, NIGHT POST, as well as the TRUE GRIT and SUPER 8 comic 
adaptations. He also wrote and produced the films ARMISTICE and 500 MILES 
NORTH. He is one of the founder members of the Improper Books comics collective, 
and is fuelled principally by tea and whimsy. He is currently working on the rest 
of the Porcelain sequence, alongside writing the next piece of illustrated spooky 
mischief with Laura Trinder.

Website: benjaminread.co.uk
Twitter: @Bookpirate

Laura Trinder is a freelance illustrator, bookseller, and co-founder of Improper 
Books. Her days consist of reading, recommending, and creating books, which for a 
book-lover isn’t half bad. As a member of the Improper Books studio, she is working 
on comics and picture books for younger readers. Night Post is her first venture into 
the world of sequential art.

Website: lauratrinder.co.uk
Twitter: @xbirdyblue

Improper Books is a comic and graphic novel studio focusing on stories that have a 
touch of the fairy tale, the Gothic or the macabre.

Website: improperbooks.com
Twitter: @ImproperBooks



 ‘At Midnight, when all good folk  
should be abed, the Night Post  
rides forth to serve the dead.’

- Victorian Children’s Verse

Night Post is the story of the other mail service;  
the one you haven’t heard of, the one that starts work at 

midnight and delivers to all the creatures of the night.

Whether ghost or ghoul, witch or werewolf, or just 
 downright odd things with tentacles, they all have post  

and someone has to deliver it.

Offering a fascinating glimpse into  
a midnight world, Night Post is a  

picture book for all ages.
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Suitable for Children of all ages.
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